Lead Fractures after Vagal Nerve Stimulator Implantation

Vagal Sinir Stimülatörü İmplantasyonu Sonrası Görülen Lead Kırıkları
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Summary

Objective: Vagal nerve stimulator is an effective treatment option for the medical treatment of the resistant-epilepsies. Surgical complication risks, as well as device-dependent risks, are also present. In this study, we aimed to draw attention to lead fractures from device-dependent complications.

Methods: Between March 2005 and March 2015, patients who had vagal nerve stimulator implantation were screened in our clinic, and patients with lead fractures were included in this study.

Results: Vagal nerve stimulator implants were implanted to over 170 patients in our clinic, and 11 of them were found to have lead fractures. They were all taken to revision surgery.

Conclusion: Although lead fractures are not common, they form 11% of the device-dependent complications. High seizure severity, frequent frequency, long seizures and trauma may cause lead fractures.
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Introduction

Epilepsy is a chronic neurological disorder most commonly seen in the world due to uncontrolled neural stimulation in the brain. When the antiepileptic drugs cannot control the seizures, surgical treatment options are considered.[1,2]

Vagus nerve stimulation, which was first investigated since the beginning of the 20th century and later as a potential treatment for epilepsy, has been considered an effective seizure control tool in patients with persistent epileptic since the early days. Tournade and Malméjac (1929) found that the tremor that arose from cooling was inhibited by stimulating the nerves of the Hering (a branch of the nervus glossopharyngeus). Then, Koch (1932) found out that the spontaneous movements were blocked after the increasing pressure on the carotid sinus.

The different results obtained by Danielopolu and colleagues (1931, 1932, 1933) indicated that following local strenction of the motor cortex, epileptiform seizures might be induced by baroseptic or afferent vagopathic-depressor stimulation.[3–5] A series of experiments conducted by Zabara showed that vagus nerve stimulation could be used to stop experimentally induced seizures in dogs.[6] These findings first led to the development of a commercial VNS device that was clinically implanted in 1988 by Penry et al.[7,8]

Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) is therapy available in the treatment of resistant epilepsy in Europe in 1994 and the United States in 1997, following phase 1, phase 2 and phase 3 trials conducted by the First International Vagus Nerve Stimulation Study Group in 1994.[9–11] VNS was approved in 2001 in Europe and in 2005 in the US for the depression treatment. In the last two decades, vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) has become an acceptable and viable treatment model for both epilepsy and childhood resistant epilepsy.[12]

Complications in the use of VNS can be classified as complications of operation complications and VNS effects. As operative complications, carotid artery, jugular vein, vagus sinus injuries, clavicle injury, esophageal injury, pneumothorax, peritracheal hematoma, wound infection can be listed; arrhythmia, asystole, bradycardia can be counted during the initial VNS stimulation.

After VNS activation after the operation, cough, sore throat, aphony, difficulty in breathing, chest pain may be seen.[17,18] Other complications related to hardware include lead fracture, system breakage, spontaneous closure, and impairment of the stimulator.[18] Despite the use of VNS for more than 20 years, the debate on security and effectiveness still continues.[12] Our center started to implant VNS in 2005 and continued to implant every year with a steady number of operations.

Materials and Methods

In this study, all patients undergoing surgery in this case series were medical treatment-resistant epilepsy patients with different etiologies and syndromes. Patients’ epilepsy, which was resistant to medication, regardless of the syndrome, was taken to surgery after being evaluated by a multidisciplinary epilepsy team at Gazi University Medical Faculty Hospital, Ankara. All the cases in this study were operated by only the same neurosurgeon (GK). Patients who underwent VNS implantation for resistant epilepsy from March 2005 to March 2018 were retrospectively identified from the Epilepsy Center data. Among the patients who un-
The most common cause of VNS failure is the end of battery life. Depending on the pulse width, frequency and lead impedance, the battery life varies from four to ten years. \cite{20}

Lead disorders usually arise from tears in the silicone seal, or from a complete fracture that occurs spontaneously or after trauma. As it is reported by the Aalbers et al., \cite{22} the deterioration with time causes the tearing in the silicone coating and the complete breakage by the electrical failure, which eventually takes place. Old generators (Model 301, 302) have higher error rates in this regard. Second generation generators 303, 304 are considered to be more resistant to wear in the long run. According to old devices, 7% and 0.2% of the surgical revisions are seen in new devices compared to 27%. Patients benefiting from first-generation lead-bearing VNS are at greater risk than patients with a new generation of simulators for lead fractures. \cite{21}

Magney et al. \cite{23} asserted that soft tissue compression brings a static load on the lead in the cardiac pacemaker lead fractures and that cyclic costoclavicular compression may cause fractures from this compression zone.

Lead factors depend on many factors, including the identification of the patient's clinical symptoms, seizure frequency and system interrogation, and lead impedance. Especially in the case of high impedance in the VNS lead, the probability of going to revision is increasing. \cite{19} However, a high impedance is not always seen in the lead fracture, microlesions in the cable, and vaginal scar tissue formation is among the factors. \cite{19}

Lead fractures are among the mechanical or technical complications in general use. \cite{12,15,19} There are not always visible...
lesions, and it is very common in microfractures, which makes the radiological detection of fractures difficult (Fig. 2a, b).

The most common symptom associated with VNS device insufficiency increased seizure frequency.[15] The lead revision is performed only after the pulse generator has been interrogated, and the system diagnostics are realized (lead test). It is advisable to perform a lead change under two following conditions: 1- To demonstrate lead absences with X-ray, i.e., whether there is mechanical integrity deterioration not and/or 2 – To show lead high or low lead impedance as a result of the lead test.[3]

In Dlouhy et al.’s[15] a series of 25 case lead revisions, 16 (64%) of the 18 patients with high impedance during revision no visible damage or fracture of lead and/or cable were seen. This finding suggests an internal lesion in the lead and/or the cable. Three out of (12%) of the other nine patients had visible lead fracture, two cases had an impedance showing short circuits (8%), two cases (8%) had device failure, one case (4%) had electrode coil removed from the vagus nerve one patient had VNS system removal due to a previous infection (4%).[14] In the study of Espinosa et al.,[24] the lead disorder was formed four out of ten revisions. MacDonald[25] showed that one of the seven patients who underwent revision surgery had a lead fracture.

Two major surgical revision series for VNS impairment and infection were reported by Couch[26] and Révész[12] after 14 and 25 years of follow-up. Lead failure was reported in 8% of the 644 patients reported by Couch[26], and lead malfunction in 3% of the 247 patients reported by Révész.[12] The Couch has divided the lead disorder into three subheadings. These subgroups are unconfirmed causes concerning cable breakage, insulation breakage, or high lead impedance.[26] In Couch[26] and Révész,[12] one case of surgical cable breakage (1%, 0.2%) was reported separately.[21] In the study of Spuck et al.,[19] lead fragments were formed in the eight of ten cases considered as technical complications.

**Conclusion**

Although lead fractures are not a common complication of general VNS complications, their location cannot be underestimated in complications arising from hardware failures. The approach of our clinic in these cases is to undergo the change process after making sure of the impedance measurements from the lead fracture. The lead, which is thought to be broken during the change, should be removed slowly and with microsurgical techniques without damaging the vagus sheath. The system should be replaced as a whole and follow-ups should be continued after the primary surgery. We should note that it is beneficial to make the change process in epilepsy centers with more VNS case experience.
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